Here Is Where You Save Money

Order Now At These Low Prices!

As explained on opposite page, increasing costs of manufacture have already forced us to advance prices on the UNION HOME Loom. Fortunate purchases of steel, lumber and hardware for our larger looms, combined with our big advantage in having a modern plant equipped with the latest type of wood-working machinery, have enabled us to forestall temporarily an advance in price on the UNION SPECIAL and UNION CUSTOM Looms, but we cannot guarantee that the low prices quoted below and our special Premium Offer will be in effect longer than TWO MONTHS FROM DATE.

UNION SPECIAL LOOM, COMPLETE  Now Only $39.50
Threaded with 10 Yards Warp FREE

UNION CUSTOM LOOM, COMPLETE  Now Only $49.50
Threaded with 10 Yards Warp FREE

A Real Cash Saving — Send Your Order Now!

Union Loom Works, Inc.  Established 1897  Boonville, N. Y.
IMPORTANT

PRICE CHANGE IN CATALOGUE!

UNION HOME Loom, formerly $9.90, NOW $17.90

As a means of introducing the art of weaving to those who were unfamiliar with the pleasure and profit to be derived from this fascinating home occupation, we have always sold the UNION HOME Loom, our small rug loom designed for family weaving only, very close to actual cost.

For some little time, owing to constantly increasing costs manufacture, we have actually been selling the HOME Loom below cost!

Costs have now advanced to such a high figure, owing partly to the special high grade and wide widths of clear hardwood lumber required for this loom, that we are compelled to raise the catalogue prices to the figures quoted below. Even at these new prices, the UNION HOME Loom is being sold very close to actual cost. Compare the prices with any other rug loom weaving a yard wide.

Send your order at these new prices:

UNION HOME LOOM, complete (No Warp) $17.90
UNION HOME LOOM, " threaded with 10 yds. warp 19.85

Please Note: Some of the magazines carrying our advertisements are still quoting the HOME Loom at $9.90, but this will be changed as soon as possible.